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Eliason: Toward the Folkloristic Study of Latter-day Saint Conversion Narr

toward the folkloristic study of
latter day saint conversion narratives
eric A eliason

frequently told among latter day saints conversion stories both one s own
or those of one s ancestors constitute an important and overlooked genre at
the core of mormon narrative folklore

my mother smoked her last cigarette in the car on the way to her baptismal interview when the bishop asked her if she had stopped smoking
she replied quite truthfully that she had she never smoked again
this anecdote is only one of several that make up my mother s larger
conversion story and hers is only one among millions of conversion stories
that constitute an overlooked genre at the core of mormon narrative folklore this essay is a preliminary exploration of the place of these stories in
mormon culture it is a declaration of scholarly opportunity that sketches
the outlines of what 1I hope will become a much larger project utilizing the
approach of folkloristics which studies among other things face to face
oral narratives particular to certain cultural groups in order to illuminate
the practice of telling conversion stories among latter day saints
1

the study of folklore in a religious context
the term folklore has an unfortunate popular

pejorative connotation
that can make people nervous in religious contexts so 1I should make
clear that to approach conversion narratives from a scholarly folkloristic
perspective is not to question their veracity but rather to analyze their contexts histories structures functions meanings and performative and aesthetic features in fact approaching this topic as folklore does not cancel its
religious nature rather acknowledging these stories sacredness allows one
to come to an even richer understanding of their meanings for those who
tell them
the importance of conversion stories to latter day saints and the lack
of scholarly research about the stories suggest that it is time to take a
serious look at such narratives the field of folklore studies is today particularly ripe for the study of conversion narratives due to several developments LDS folklorists such as wayland hand austin and alta fife and
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william A wilson as well as non LDS scholars who have written about
mormon folklore such as richard dorson and barre toelken have significantly shaped the field of folklore 2 today mormon studies enjoys a prominent place in folkloristics perhaps more than it does in any other discipline
except american religious history
the big three genre classifications of traditional folkloristics myth
legend and folktale for many years had been used to describe oral
narrative traditions throughout the world however in the i96os
196os scholars
determined these classifications were extrapolated from and thus perhaps
best suited to older european oral traditions 3 following this lead a wave of
folklorists have augmented these universal generic categories with culture
specific native genre systems 4 conversion narratives overlooked in
traditional generic taxonomies emerge as a central native mormon
oral narrative genre along with other forms of mormon narratives such as
prayers talks blessings testimonies pioneer stories missionary discussions and faith promoting experiences and rumors
in the IPOS scholars widened the focus of folklore to include not only
third person oral narratives but first person narratives as well 5 of these
first person narratives the personal experience narrative PEN has
attracted attention in part because this genre remains vibrant in the face of
new media technologies that have severely eroded the prevalence of traditional oral genres such as ballads folktales and epic legends also PENs
have been discovered to be not merely idiosyncratic but also as grounded
in the tradition of a culture s verbal arts as are third person narratives
PENs relate individual experience but they nevertheless bear deep
imprints from the larger social and ideological contexts in which the individual storytellers live
further a subcategory of PEN called me
memorates
morates which are individuals accounts of religious and supernatural happenings have enjoyed renewed attention since the i98os
me morate analysis is a radically
1980s 6 today s memorate
empirical experience centered phenomenology 7 in other words rather
than attempting to explain away me
memorate
morate experiences using preconceived
naturalistic assumptions as was done in the past contemporary folklorists
seek to better understand the human condition through close examination
and comparison of memorate
me morate accounts in the context of ideologies of the
narrators 8 experience centered studies show memorate
me morate occurrence to be
much more widespread among mentally healthy people from a broad cross
section of society than was ever before thought by secular scholars however many people still hesitate to discuss their memorate
me morate experiences in
most settings because of the false assumption that only the deranged and
culturally backward have such experiences 9
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these studies are unlikely to surprise committed latter day saints
and are one evidence of an important paradigm shift taking place not
without controversy in all scholarly disciplines that study religion 10 that
religious experience is increasingly thought by scholars to be best examined respectfully in context greatly facilitates meaningful analysis of conversion narratives
even as this shift takes place yet another obstacle to the fruitful study
folkdorists long infatuation with only the most
of conversion stories folklorists
sensationalistic of religious lore shows signs of weakening in the past
everyday accounts of divine assistance as well as nonspectacular conversion stories have been overlooked in favor of dramatic subjects such as
snake handling angelic and demonic apparitions stigmata possession
and glossolalia in a recent western folklore special issue william wilson
called on scholars to cease ignoring religious folk
folkgroups
groups common central
narrative types simply because they do not fit with preconceived scholarly
shouldbe
be I11I only by looking at what
notions about what religious folklore should
religious groups themselves consider important will we come to a richer
ethnographic understanding of the values and beliefs forming the inner
folk groups
dynamics of religious folkgroups
because of these recent developments folkloristics can now contribute
LDS conversion narratives likewise conversion
to a serious discussion of
oflds
oflas
story studies potentially have much to offer folklore at a time when the
field is open to new approaches
1 1

conversion narratives
conversion stories are frequently long too long to allow for a transcription of many here however the following two stories from my own
family history display some key features that my students and I1 have
observed in transcribing conversion narratives from many sources these
stories are not exemplary or outstanding in any particular way 1I use them
simply because their social and cultural contexts are familiar to me thus
allowing me to make a more meaningful preliminary analysis of this complex and important topic in so doing 1I employ generic conventions from
both the traditional scholarly monograph as well as the personal essay this
particular blending of genres seemed to me the best way to articulate both
the critical importance and deeply personal sentiment this subject holds
for others who have experienced it
ivar sandberg like per hanse the heroic scandioflvar
the conversion of
navian homesteader in 0 E rolvaag s giants in the earth 12 ivar sandberg
came to the united states with a sense that immigration would require a
transformation of his whole person on his farm in gettysburg south
dakota ivar approached this transformation with gusto consciously
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re fashioning himself from a fisherman into a farmer from a swede into an
dian t know what for
american and from a cultural lutheran into a he didn
some time he was a frustrated seeker he acquired a reputation as the village intellectual from his vigorous questioning of his pastor and from his
frequent forays into the town library s religious book section
in 1932 ivar asked the librarian for a copy of the koran the librarian
did not have one but offered him another heathen book instead the
book of mormon he thanked her but grumbled that he was only interempty handed
ested in major heathen religions ivar was just about to leave emptyhanded
when he took the book on a whim figuring he would have to get to it eventually if his search for the truth were to be thorough
kwains roughing it 13 he did not have high expectahaving read mark twains
tions for the book of mormon to his surprise by his own account 1 I had
not read many pages before tears started to run down my cheeks and the
14
most sweet spirit seemed to be present 1114
he removed his cap as he read
an act of reverence he had previously reserved only for the bible
he found the address for a salt lake city deseret book store and ordered
all of the LDS books he could he tried several times to contact missionaries in south dakota but failed he once saw a newspaper photo of the LDS
mission president and wondered why the man did not get a priesthood
blessing to heal him of his need to wear glasses
in 1934 ivar decided to drive to salt lake city to present himself for
baptism he was somewhat shaken by his first experience with a flesh and
blood latter day saint a smoking jack mormon gas station attendant in
alville who only wanted to talk about deer hunting ivar followed a tour
Co
coalville
group through temple square barely keeping his emotions contained
assuming this was the standard procedure for joining the church he told
the startled man at the information kiosk that he was ready to be baptized
after an interview with the temple president he was baptized in the tabernacle font in front of a group of tourists to whom he bore his testimony
in those days confirmations happened a day or so after baptism in
this liminal time a sense of doom seized ivar as he pondered his last chance
to escape before an eternity of having to be wary of sinning against the
holy ghost in retrospect he realized satan had been trickily trying to dissuade him from his decision
ivar stayed in salt lake city until spring when he was ordained an
elder and sent back to his farm in gettysburg there he established one of
the first branches in south dakota among his first converts were his wife
be and my father s mother and father ivar s wife was my grandmother s
to
tobe
sister ivar s daughter kathleen my father s cousin may have been the first
child born under the covenant of eternal marriage in south dakota today
hundreds of latter day saints trace their membership to ivar s conversion
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some readers may recognize this story from deseret book s edited collection converted to christ through the book of mormon 151I1 know it from
my family novel passed down orally with help from a much photocopied
four page account written by my great uncle ivar 16 the style and tone of
ivar s written narrative suggests that he had polished his oral version into a
humorous self deprecating performance ivar s making fun of his own
lack of theological sophistication underscores the purity and innocence of
the early days of his conversion
the conversion of leann eliason my mother s conversion story is
quite different from uncle ivar s she left rural indiana to live the glamorous life in manhattan beach california As a TWA stewardess she met a
dashing young corvette driving south dakotan
dakotas fighter pilot at a party in
montana sparks flew between these two adventure seeking refugees from
midwestern farm life and a protracted long distance relationship ensued
my father was more committed to his denomination than she was to
hers after studying with several sets of missionaries she decided she didnt
mind switching religions if it was going to be a prerequisite to marriage
after her last cigarette and her baptism leann shafer married dan eliason
on july 18 1965 at frank lloyd wrights Wayfare
rs chapel just off the
wayfarers
pacific coast highway one year later they married again and made it eternal in the st george temple mom says she cannot quite put her finger on
the time when her conversion of convenience led to a real testimony she
says had dan died after a few years of marriage 1I might have drifted away
but she has always been an active participating member and for decades
has known herself to be a committed true believer

conversion stories as folklore narratives
family members usually relate both ivar s and leann s conversion stories without reference to written documents in fact there is no written
version of my mother s story only various oral ones rather than transcriptions
script ions of others oral versions of these narratives both of these accounts are my own written renditions based on my own oral versions of
the stories 1I chose to present them this way to acknowledge the living
nature of these stories and my position as a member of the family folk
groups in which they are found for me to excise myself from the process
through which these stories circulate and by which they are shaped would
be artificial telling these stories in my own words seemed the best way to
capture the flavor of how they might be told in a natural setting
these two stories give a taste of the range of narrative possibilities that
emerge from LDS conversion experiences approaching them analytically
we can begin to look at conversion stories in the ways folklorists examine
narratives for their contexts histories structures functions performance qualities and meanings
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contexts LDS culture is rife with conversion storytelling occasions
the church s missionary force may relate the joseph smith story and personal conversion stories upwards of a hundred thousand times a day to
people all over the world 17 the children of converts learn their parents
stories around the dinner table or at family home evening people moving
into a ward are routinely interrogated by the friendly question so did
you grow up in the church or are you a convert
oh really so tell us
18
in mission field wards in particular conversion
your conversion story 018118
stories are a familiar part of testimony meeting given our interest in
telling and hearing conversion stories it is not surprising that several LDS
websites
sites have emerged on the internet being blessed
conversion story web
with a particularly interesting conversion has put several latter day saints
on the fireside youth conference speaker circuit
the way in which these various contexts might affect how a conversion
story is told is an issue to explore in the future to what degree do storytellers adapt their narratives based on such factors as whether their audience is LDS if they have a lot or a little time if the occasion is serious or
light if they are engaged in conversation geared toward proselytizing the
hearer and if they are with familiar people in a comfortable setting
histories in tracing the history of particular story types folklorists
have largely given up the search for ur narratives prototypes as highly
speculative and oblivious to a story s likely multiple ancestry however in
the case of LDS conversion stories the canonized version of joseph smith s
1820 vision of god the father and jesus christ may be the great prototype
that many latter day saint conversions recapitulate mormon literary
scholars neal lambert and richard cracroft say the first vision marks the
center of mormonism because of its place in LDS self conception 19 this
apt evaluation reflects the historical development of the first vision s place
in LDS thought 20
As is well known joseph smith related several different versions of the
first vision for different audiences and purposes 21 and the events place in
members conception of church history grew from obscurity to surpass even
mormons
Mormons 22
the coming forth of the book of mormon in its significance to cormons
historic izing latter day saint converAs in studies of first vision narratives historicizing
sion stories collectively and individually may uncover the patterns and
meanings of their variation through time and in different narrative contexts
structures oral narratives do not occur in random arrangements but
follow patterns particular to their genres many LDS conversion narratives
including ivar sandberg s share with the canonized account of joseph
21
blocks21
blocks 23
smith s first vision the following main motifs or building blocks23
11

i

individual finds self in a situation that raises concern about a lack of
correct religious knowledge a revival for joseph smith immigrarIvar
fo ivar
tion for
forivar
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individual encounters a long frustrating search for true religion
both joseph smith and ivar had run ins with local clergy and underwent great soul searching
individual experiences an epiphany that suggests that the seeker is
on the right track reading james 16 for joseph smith reading the
book of mormon for ivar
adversary attempts dissuasive intervention satan s assault at the
sacred grove ivar s fear of sinning against the holy ghost
individual receives the gift of true religious knowledge and a connection with god joseph smith s vision ivar s baptism at temple
square

amy ward a folklore student at BYU conducted a fieldwork project
comparing the conversion stories of converts from outside the church to
the stories of those who grew up in the church but decided at a certain
point to find their own testimonies in her limited sample she found that
the stories of the people who were already church members closely followed the joseph smith pattern those who were converts from outside the
church were more likely to describe their conversion as the result of being
surprised by the truth or as a long process in which they did not realize
that they were actually searching for something rather than as the result of
a quest such as ivar s she also found that converts from within the church
11

were much less likely to have ever been asked to relate their conversion
experiences and were surprised and delighted to be asked by her 24
while many conversion stories of converts from outside the church do
not fit the canonical structure of the joseph smith narrative perhaps the
ones most likely to elicit re tellings by the community are those like ivar s
that do show a familiar structural pattern my mother s story follows amy
wards observations in that it shares nothing but the last motif in the
joseph smith sequence above however 1I imagine my mother s experience
is not an uncommon one even if it is not a commonly related story type
stories left untold relate cultural information as well as stories told though
untold stories present a definite interpretive challenge to folklorists
A bright student in my american folklore class mentioned that the
tellings of stories like my mother s should mention the subjects continuously held church callings otherwise by the expectations of the genre
her story might be judged as lacking experiential authenticity 1I think he
is right still I1 suspect that as conversion stories are collected and compared multiple structural patterns will turn up parley P pratts ivar
sandberg like experience and brigham young s two years of mulling
before conversion provide widely different models from impeccably
orthodox early saints
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functions the proselytizing function of conversion narratives should
interest scholars seeking to understand the dynamics of folkgroup
folk group formation and cohesion telling one s own conversion story maintains ones
position within a cultures center by commemorating a boundary crossing
comm
movement from limina
communital
unitas and in some circumstances
liminality
lity to communitas
encourages others to make the same commitment 1I am convinced that
ivars story told from the heart was a crucial instrument in bringing my
ancestors and many others to the gospel
conversion stories also increasingly share the same function as nineteenth
century mormon pioneer narratives they form an inspirational and faith
promoting popular historical consciousness for latter day saints for many
saints family history is5 pioneer history however an increasing percentage
of church members are neither descendants of plains crossing pioneers
nor first generation LDS rather they are descended from twentieth
century converts the westering epic can be accessible to them as church
history but not as family history family church history for these latter
day saints begins with parents or grandparents conversion stories elder
L tom perry recently suggested that it is latter day saints duty to record
their conversion stories for posterity by so doing the descendants of the
convert are connected to the community 25
my family s church history proved useful as 1I was courting my wife
her smith family veterinarian grandfather places a high value on pedigree not only in animal husbandry but also in predicting the religious
stalwartness of human beings so one can imagine my relief when he said
of ivar sandberg why your family were church pioneers in south
dakota my experience concurs with performance studies theorist barbara
gimblette emphasis on narrative s role as a personal rekirshenblatt gimbletts
source 26 her work shows how an individual s properly deployed repertoire of lore can smooth interpersonal relationships and integrate extended
family units
performance qualities the dominant theoretical paradigm in folk
lo ristics since the ipos evaluates folklore as discrete artistic activity produced by creative performers in the situational context of specific events 27
various audiences evaluate performances for their adherence to or innovative transcendence of community situated aesthetic and moral principles
that emerge and are maintained through performer receptor interaction
performers adjust their repertoire content and style for varying audiences who are in turn transformed through their reception of the performers lore As more attention is given to conversion stories we can
begin to ask questions such as what are mormon folklore s aesthetic and
artistic principles how are these principles conveyed maintained
and shaped by telling conversion stories
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some preliminary observations can be made using ivar s account his
seemingly odd use of humor in such a profoundly religious topic the
quips about the heathen book of mormon and the bespectacled mission
president that came directly from his account may be a more common
performative aspect of conversion stories than one might expect especially
in settings where the audience is not LDS effective humor makes stories
more lis tenable when of a self deprecating variety as is ivar s a lighthearted telling also helps protect a conversion story narrator against audience accusations of self righteousness and self aggrandizement As a means
of acknowledging how incredible elements of his or her conversion experiences might sound to one who has not had any such experiences humor
also protects the narrator against ridicule and rejection humor allows stories to succeed on levels other than the conversion of the hearer in situations where the audience is comprised of fellow saints likely to believe
humor seems to be less prevalent 28
these performative features might seem akin to what sociologist
erving goffman has called strategies of face preservation 29 perhaps those
LIDS
face saving elements are sometimes present in LDS
llos conversion narrative
lios
telling events but these features can also be understood as emerging from
LDS values such as seeking to share the gospel in the most effective
central LIDS
llos
lios
way possible avoiding pride also a strong scandinavian ethic of ivar s generation
era tion and protecting sacred things from ridicule by the teller retaining
effective friendly control over the humor of the story
it should be noted too that latter day saints often evaluate converantiperformance
sion narratives and testimonies based on an anti
performance aesthetic
stories that seem contrived melodramatic self centered or manipulative
raisons detre 30
can be deemed in violation of the principles of this genres paisons
undoubtedly some conversion narrative tellers may attempt to affect
unaffected speech patterns thus making nonperformance into a kind of
effo aman
erfo
rman ce centered approach as
performance however regarding the p erformance
an explanatory panacea runs the risk of incorrectly casting simple sincere
religious narrations as contrived performances of nonperformance
leann s story for example is a definite nonperformance because it is alstory with no hint of affected spirituality or retroanti
most an anticonversion
conversion
spective
spec tive dramatics it carries a sense of simple honesty
meanings perhaps the most important observation to be made about
conversion stories is that they convey in narrative form fundamental
latter day saint epistemological and metaphysical propositions the body
LIDS
of LDS
llos conversion stories provides countless personal witnesses to the idea
lios
that anyone through humble study and prayer ivar before baptism and
bearm after can receive direct revelation of the truths that god lives and loves
learm
leann
us so much that he sent his son established a church and provided scriptures to teach us the principles of salvation the heavens remain open and
11
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light pours out into the souls of those who seek it the restoration continues to unfold penetrating more and more lives through the same principles employed by joseph smith and the ancients
this corpus of down to earth personal experience narratives told by
fies latter day saint relithose who have found the gospel lays out and vivifies
vivi
vilifies
giosity better than any systematic abstract theological treatise ever could 31
non LDS scholars harold bloom and nathan hatch suggest that LDS belief in the centrality of personal revelation in conversion and ongoing religious life is the genius of latter day saint success and its most significant
ground level difference from other streams of christianity 32
11

future directions
currently the BYU folklore archive contains only a smattering of conversion narratives but it is prepared to receive many more for scholarly
and public use as collectors learn to regard conversion stories as a key mormon narrative genre these observations are a call to begin a more vigorous collecting and examining of conversion narratives questions to
pursue as more data come in might include the following

how if at

all are women s conversion narratives different from
men s south americans from africans or pacific islanders mission aries returning from haiti tell me that dreams and angelic visisionaries
tations are almost a standard element there while such occurrences
are uncommon and rarely shared in the united states BYU graduate student amy nelson s research suggests that in taiwan and per-

haps asian culture in general converts prefer not to relate their
conversion experiences in terms of a personal narrative rather
they favor nonnarrative
non narrative allegories that illustrate the benefits and
general principles of religious enlightenment while only obliquely
if at all referring to their own experiences nelson suggests that
differing chinese and american notions about the nature and importance of the self seem to be at the root of these different evaluaself centered discourse 33
tions of seif
1I
grew up in the church but found my own testimony
how do 1
and reactivation conversion stories compare with those of converts
from outside the church
will written personal narratives become the literary genre through
mormons most contribute to world literature as some have
which cormons
34
suggested34
since personal narratives have their roots not only in
suggested
the especially significant LDS practice of journal writing but also
in the oral traditions of bearing testimony and relating conversion
narratives what kind of role might conversion narratives play in the
development of written mormon literature

I
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how do mormon conversion stories illuminate the process of religious change generally35
generally35 in 1990 the most sophisticated survey of
american religiosity in decades suggested that one fourth to one
third of all americans have converted to a new religion switched
denominations lost faith gained faith or otherwise undergone a
transformation of their world view 36
some questions of applied folklore that BYU is especially equipped
to handle are how might fostering the telling of conversion stories
in faith affirming contexts aid in convert retention and longterm testimony growth in what ways can a better understanding of
conversion narrative functions and processes contribute to the
worldwide missionary program while few tellings of a conversion
story directly result in a convert baptism what was the effect of conversion stories on those who did decide to join the church how do
investigators respond to personal experience conversion stories
versus third person conversion stories versus simple declarative
testimonies in nonnarrative
non narrative form preliminary research suggests
that telling conversion stories almost always has a powerful effect
on the teller recalling the same emotions and spirit present at the
time of the events described

we will not know the answers to such questions until more stories
begin rolling into the archives brigham young university is well poised
to undertake this task those interested in submitting conversion stories to
the BYU folklore archive can contact archivist kristi bell for submission
801 378 6041 or send a letter of inquiry to BYU folklore
information at 1i18013786041
archive box 44 HBLL provo UT 84602

eric

A

eliason is assistant professor of english at brigham young university

this study is

based on my own research and that of students in my folklore
classes at brigham young university all living people whose conversion stories or
whose reaction to conversion stories appear in this essay have read this manuscript
prior to its publication some suggested minor changes that I1 have incorporated all
agreed to let me use their names and stories
folkloric
2 for bibliographic information concerning mormon contributions to folkloris
cormons by folklorists see jill terry exploring belief and
bics
tics as well as the study of mormons
lifie
ilae
foik
life
ilfe newsletter 23 winter 1989
folklifie
custom the study of mormon folklore utah Folk
folklike
folklife
A bibliography of ofstudies
studies in mormon folklore utah histor1 4 william A wilson
ical quarterly 44 fall 1976 389 94
genres austin university of texas press 1969
3 dan ben amos ed folklore
ethnographies of communication american antdell hymes introduction toward ethnographics
throp ologist 66 no 6 part 2 1964
hropologist
1
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4 A fine collection of this kind of scholarship can be found in richard bauman
and joel sherzer eds explorations in the ethnography of speaking id ed cambridge
cambridge university press 1989
personal experience stories in handbook of american
5 sandra K D stahl
folklore ed richard M dorson bloomington indiana university press 1983
268 76 barbara alien
ailen personal experience narratives use and meaning in interacallen
tion folklore and mythology studies 2 1978 5 7
6 for a comparative description of various religious narrative genres including
pentik5inen
preliterate
kalnen the pre
me morates see juha pentikainen
Pentikainen
literate stages of religious tradition in
pentikainen
shamanism and culture essays by juha pentikdinen
etnika
etmka 199714
Penti kainen helsinki ehmka
1997 14 16
7 for a collection of research on me morates see barbara walker ed out of the
ordinary folklore and the supernatural logan utah state university press 1995
8 for a classic example of naturalistically explaining away me morates see
Me morates and the study of folk beliefs journal of the folklore ansti
insti
laurl honko memorates
lauri
laun
tute 1i 1964 5 19
9 for a lengthy discussion of this issue see david J hufford the terror that
comes in the night an experience centered study of supernatural assault traditions
philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1982

for an impressive scholarly challenge to the traditional forces that argue
against the validity of religious experience see caroline franks davis the evidential
10
io

ofreligious experience oxford clarendon 1989
force of religious
ii william A wilson folklore a mirror for what reflections of a mormon
folklorist western folklore 54 january 1995 13 21
12 0 E rolvaag giants in the earth new york harper and brothers 1929
ofmormon is a curiosity to me it is such a pretentious affair and
the book of mormon
13
yet so slow so sleepy
it is chloroform in print mark twain roughing it new
york penguin book 1962102
1962 102
my conversion to the mormon church unpublished
14 karl ivar sandberg
n d unpaged
manuscript in author s possession nd
15 eugene england ed converted to christ through the book ofmormon
of mormon salt lake
city deseret book 1989 65 70
16 william A wilson in praise of ofourselves
ourselves stories to tell BYU studies 30 no 1i
1990 21 sandberg my conversion
17 this estimate is based on 50000 missionaries multiplied by an estimated two
first discussions given per day this may seem high but recently returned missionaries
five minute first discussion at every contact is
tell me that the imperative of ofsharing
sharing a give
being increasingly stressed
18 with the rapid growth of the LDS church particularly in the last few decades
the likelihood that any given member of the church is a convert is very high perhaps
over two thirds of church membership for the worldwide church approximately
oid mormon child baptized in the
three converts are baptized for every one eight year old
western united states this ratio is about one to one see tim B heaton vital statis
in latter
fay saint social life social research on the LDS church and its members
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